A Report on JOB MELA
A display of Skills by creative trainees
Orgrained by KIIT for ESDP trainees
A Job Mela on Entrepreneurship Skilled Development Programme under NI MSME was held
on 26th February 2016 at KIIT Campus-II, Bhubaneswar.
Introduction:The main objective of this Job Mela is to show how the trainees completed their training in
due course time and able to successes in different fields like Electrical Gadget Repairing,
Carpentry, Mobile Repairing, AC Refrigerator & Water Cooler Repairing and Electronics
Mechanic.
Activities:Advertisement is given in daily newspaper to get the trainees for this programme. Large
number of trainees responded through the advertisement. They have conformed by
applying for different skilled development programme as per their choice. As per the norms
batch is made for different areas and training programme started with experienced
Instructor of different fields. They have given first brief knowledge about different items for
which they will be trained. After that they are trained for 2 months. After successfully
competition their trainee certificate given them by conducting valedictory programme in
the presence of manger DIC and bank officials. They told the trainees how to become a
successful entrepreneur in life, how to get a job and how to get bank assist for different
scheme.
Summary:On this Job Mela
1. 5 nos of desk exhibited.
 Electrical Gadget Repairing
 Carpentry
 Mobile Repairing
 Electronics Mechanic
 AC Refrigerator & Water Cooler Repairing.

2. No of Project displayed.
1. Electrical Gadget Repairing: Ceiling Fan, Table Fan, Flour sent Tube light, Soldering Iron,
Grinder, Iron, making of extension board and transformer.
2. Electronics Mechanic: Mobile Charger, Stabiliser Manufacturing, Battery Elimeter and
Voltage Regulator etc.
3. Mobile Repairing: Fault finding, repairing of mobile, chip replacement, disassembling &
assembling of mobile, Battery Boosting through Booster & cleaning of PCB of mobile.

4. Carpentry: Display of different domestic furnitures, like sofa, chair, table, and dining table
etc.
5. AC Refrigerator & Water Cooler Repairing: Window AC installation demonstration &
maintenance, gas filling, refrigerator gas filling & its maintenance, minor fault repairing & its
maintenance.
Participants:
65 nos. of participants from different parts of odisha participated on this talent mela. They
had shown their projects to visitors throughout the day.
Visitors:Around 125 hundred visitors came to see the projects on this Job mela.
Recruiters Visit:
Some well established entrepreneurs and new entrepreneurs came to visit the Job mela on
that day and they have given their valuable comments on this mela and also encouraged the
trainees how to become a successful entrepreneur.
Job’s generated:
12 nos of trainees have got call for interview on the spot on the day of Job Mela i. e.
3 from Electrical Gadget Repair, 3 from Electronic Mechanic, 1 from Carpentry, 4 from AC &
Water Cooler Repairing & 1 from Mobile Repairing.
Theme
To Promote Skill Development Mission by creating opportunities for unemployed youth by way
of Employment and Self Employment opportunities under one roof and promote their talent
and make them employable.

CONCLUSION
We are very much thankful to NI MSME by choosing KIIT as a partner institute for Skill
Development Programme. In this programme we are giving training every year and making
successful entrepreneurs.
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